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IN TIME FOR INTERNATIONAL WOMEN’S DAY, YOUTUBE AND
GLOBAL FUND FOR WOMEN ANNOUNCE ‘FUNDAMENTAL. GENDER
JUSTICE. NO EXCEPTIONS,’ A NEW DOCUMENTARY SERIES
EXPLORING HUMAN RIGHTS AROUND THE WORLD
The Five Episode Series Directed by Two-Time Oscar Winner Sharmeen
Obaid-Chinoy Premieres March 4 on Refinery29’s Official YouTube Channel
Watch the Official Trailer Here
WHAT:
Today YouTube and Global Fund for Women unveiled the official trailer for “Fundamental. Gender Justice.
No Exceptions” - a brand new 5 episode documentary series that follows dynamic activists from five
countries who are disrupting the status quo and radically altering the course of history. What does it really
look like to be a feminist leader in 2020? Partnering with Refinery29 on the series, the first episode of
“Fundamental” will launch on March 4, 2020 on Refinery29’s official YouTube channel and
YouTube.com/Learning.
“Fundamental” is a character-driven documentary series that invites global audiences to engage directly
with grassroots movements who are standing up for our fundamental human rights. Each episode profiles
a distinct set of remarkable leaders mobilizing to write new futures for themselves, their societies, and the
world - working on issues from ending child marriage in Pakistan, to pursuing LGBTQI liberation in Georgia,
and racial justice in the United States.
Watch the official trailer for “Fundamental” here.
Press interested in embedding the trailer directly into their stories can use this link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=shfjZrTS-wM
The series is from Global Fund for Women and directed by Sharmeen Obaid Chinoy, two-time Academy
Award winning documentary filmmaker. Her most recent film, A Girl in the River: The Price of Forgiveness,
won the 2016 Academy Award for Best Documentary Short Subject and was screened for the Pakistan’s
Prime Minister and government officials to raise the need for an anti-honor killing bill, which was
subsequently passed in Parliament. In the past 15 years, she has made over a dozen award-winning films
in more than 10 countries around the world, working with refugees and marginalized communities from
Saudi Arabia to Syria and from Timor Leste to the Philippines. She runs SOC Films, a production house in
Karachi, Pakistan, which specializes in investigative and socially motivated content, and an animation
studio.
Presented by YouTube Originals, the series is a production of SOC Films and Global Fund for Women in
association with Fork Films and Secret Sauce Media. Executive Producers include Julie Parker Benello
(Secret Sauce Media), Catherine King (Global Fund for Women), Abigail E. Disney (Fork Films), Maria Nunez,
Susan Sherrerd, Patty Quillin, and Lynda Weinman. The project has received support from the National
Endowment for the Arts and Levi Strauss Foundation.

“Fundamental” joins a growing slate of YouTube Originals focused on learning. Other projects include
"Could You Survive the Movies?" hosted by Vsauce3's Jake Roper; "Mind Field: What is the Scariest Thing?"
with Vsauce creator Michael Stevens; "Glad You Asked" from Vox Media Studios, “Retro Tech” with Marques
Brownlee and “The Age of A.I.” with Robert Downey Jr. “Fundamental” and “Creators for Change with
Michelle Obama: Girls’ Education” are two YouTube Originals projects focused on empowering women and
girls globally in the month of March and beyond.
For more information or press inquiries, please contact:
Anja Tranovich at ATranovich@globalfundforwomen.org
###
ABOUT YOUTUBE ORIGINALS
YouTube Originals are award-winning, creative and engaging scripted and unscripted series and films
across music, personalities and learning for fans all over the world. Spotlighting both YouTube creators
alongside Hollywood's biggest stars, YouTube Originals provide an experience that only YouTube can offer.
By tapping into the platform’s growing global community, fan engagement capabilities, and innovative
content mixed with pioneering live streamed specials, there is truly something for everybody. Fans
experience YouTube Original content through ad-supported YouTube as well as YouTube Premium, a
subscription service that offers access to YouTube Original series and movies, a streaming music platform,
and an uninterrupted, ad-free experience across all of YouTube. YouTube Originals is a global platform
available in over 60 countries worldwide.
ABOUT GLOBAL FUND FOR WOMEN
Global Fund for Women envisions a world in which movements for gender justice have transformed
power and privilege for a few into equity and equality for all. As a feminist fund, we offer flexible support
to a diverse group of partners—more than 5,000 groups across 175 countries so far—to create
meaningful change that will last beyond our lifetimes. To learn more about our work, visit
www.globalfundforwomen.org or follow us on Facebook, Twitter, or Instagram.
ABOUT REFINERY29
Refinery29 is the leading media and entertainment destination focused on women. Through a wide
spectrum of lifestyle stories, original video programming, social, shareable content, and live experiences,
Refinery29 provides its global audience with the inspiration and tools to discover and pursue a more
independent and informed life. Refinery29 is part of Vice Media Group, the world's largest independent
youth media company.

